Formal Gathering
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Summary

Kahlan and Cara are getting ready for a king's party.

This is for Leftcircle.

“I don’t understand why we even need to go to this thing anyway. We should keep moving as we have a quest to complete.” Cara said as she sat down at the bottom of the bed.

Kahlan was currently looking at the clothes she bought at a nearby store. “We need his help getting through the mountains. If we make an appearance at King Leon’s party, he’ll be more inclined to help us do that. Now we just need to find something for you to wear.”

“What’s wrong with my leathers?” Cara sounded affronted as if Kahlan had questioned her very existence.

“You are not showing up for a formal party like that.” Kahlan placed an outfit next to Cara on the bed. “Try this on.”

 Crossing her arms, Cara replied “I am not wearing a dress.”

In response to Cara, Kahlan too crossed her arms “Remember that time you shot me in the arm?”

Cara shot up with such a force that she almost knocked the dress on the floor. “That was not my fault! I was trying to get the raider that was coming up behind you and you stepped in my away at the last second. So, in fact, you shot yourself in the arm!”

Kahlan just stared at Cara in response with a smirk on her face conveying everything she needed to say.
“...damn it.” Cara grabbed the dress and started to change, grumbling to herself the whole time.
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